**Lesson 04 - Measuring Up**

**FTWTF means:**
Find The Word That Fits

---

**Across**

2. FTWTF - PowerPoint
5. [Thursday's lesson] Ask God to help open your mind to recognize & avoid ____.
9. "Paul sent a long list of ____ for elders," Titus explained when the people assembled. "Maybe you should read them one by one so we can compare them with the people we know," said one man.
11. [Wednesday's lesson] Create a ____ or song expressing your desire to live a life that praises God.
12. FTWTF - Power Text
13. Finally, someone spoke. "Paul raises the standard very high. I think we should all follow this standard as Christians even if we are not elders. It would make for a much calmer church, & we would be better ____.

---

**Down**

1. The ones inside the church tried to place a lot of ____ on the new members. Some wanted every non-Jew to be circumcised. The ones outside tried to get members to pay to listen to their teaching.
3. FTWTF - Title
4. " 'His children must be ____.' " This was even harder. Many of the members had children who had been corrupted by false teachers & worshipped other gods.
6. The Cretans' reputation was so bad that one of the ____ words for lying was to "cretize."
7. And he would have to be a real ____ - an ambassador for God-to deal with the different groups. He would have to be nearly perfect in following the truth.
8. And when he had to set people straight, he would have to be very _____. He had to know how to say things so that he didn't drive people away or keep them from joining. Being an elder carried awesome responsibilities.
10. "This will be hard," he murmured. Some of the men had more than one wife or weren't faithful even to one. Others treated their wives like ____.

---

**Power Text**

"The grace of God has appeared that offers salvation to all people. It teaches us to say ‘No’ to ungodliness & worldly passions, & to live self-controlled, upright & godly lives in this present age"  
Titus 2:11, 12

---

**Power Point**

We reveal God's love by living God's way.